Technician Meeting August 2018 Survey Results

Did you attend the most recent meeting? - 16 yes
Did the meeting include items that were most relevant to your daily responsibilities? - 13 yes
Yes they were. They provided information that will he’ll support my support to my campus.
Internet closet are update with temperature signal to the server
Yes it provided changes over the summer and latest on new equipment delivered.
Detail the most beneficial aspects of the most recent meeting.
Imaging
I enjoyed the speaker
What will be happening this year
Very much enjoyed Dr. Cupp
The new changes.
All of the information was appreciated.
Dr. Cupp's presentation was the highlight for me.
loved the morning speaker
The speaker Dr. Cupp had informative information life and work.
The feeling that we are really all team players and all are appreciative in our own special and unique way
All of the updates information as well as the guest speaker
Info on when the remaining equipment may or may not come in! :)
Just knowing what changes were made over the summer that affects the technicians job.
Learning of updates going on within the technology sector of CFISD.
Information about changes to the Re-imaging process, and the explanation of why we're experiencing delays in the
arrival of new equipment due to demand and supply as well as political impact connected with China.
to know overall progress and condition of CFISD technology
Overall, how effective was the most recent meeting?
Extremely effective - 3
Very effective - 8
Effective - 5
Identify any technology-focused issues your building is experiencing.
RENOVATION!!!
None so far
None at this time.
Construction
Windows 10 update and Security protection
Construction for security all over the district.
na
none so far but it is early and without teachers present Construction and principal moving content rooms.
None at this at this time. Ask in about a week.
None as yet, but I'm sure something will come up.
Still waiting on equipment that was supposed to arrive last year.
Need to replace monitors, the view sonic monitors are randomly going out, don't have any extra monitors on
Suggestions, thoughts, ideas?
Bring back desserts for the meetings that offer lunch
Have the meeting at a location with better seating.
More effective training to enhancing our teams.
Just keep us informed about training's and updates.
None
None at this time.
It's nitpicking but the cafeteria seats were pretty uncomfortable over that long of a time period
Request further info regarding the loss of BridgeIt. Will the same functions and abilities be available in any way to
those who have earned the rights?
Would it be possible to get the tool that will allow us to reset our teachers password at our assigned campus. A lot
of my teachers want me to reset their network password.
I will contac the Doug and Frank in reference to monitors for aragon
give tech more Ivanti tools. With the recent update we have lost the use of several handy tools. I'm no longer able
to check the history of users or bartags. This is useful when looking for a lost cpu or for clarifying history.
Team
Secondary - 14
AAS - 2
Service Center - 8
SPED - 2

